
My name is Crystal Taylor and I am writing to 1) thank you for your persistence in spreading the 

truth about some of the most significant issues of our day and 2) also share some details from my own 

life that may have some relevance for you as well as your colleagues and followers.  

 I am considered what is widely known as a “targeted individual”. However, like some I do not 

think this is a suitable term mostly because I have learned that there is a much bigger picture that 

includes all of humanity. Marginalizing some of us seems intentionally derogatory on behalf of those 

who coined the term and fits into the social engineering “divide and conquer” campaign helping to pave 

for NWO. I have being playing around with terminology and so far have decided to start calling myself a 

survivor of TECHS which stands for Trauma based mind control, Emerging Technologies, Covert 

Harassment and Surveillance System. That being said, I will not lose any sleep or become annoyed if the 

“TI” term is used to describe myself or my experience.  

 I would also like to disclose that this is the first time I am reaching out to provide information 

about my experiences. I have not completely organized this information so please bear with me as I try 

to convey it as best as I can. I have been through so much as of now and I have still been learning and 

connecting dots of things I have been experiencing over the course of my life so this will be an attempt 

at a condensed version of mostly recent things.  And yes, I do feel that I can trace things back over the 

course of my life and see that I have gone through a series of events that I used to think was random 

terrible luck which later I became convinced was some sort of familial generational curse.   

Challenges in Chesterfield 

October 2016-July 2017 

I realized in some point in my adult life that I seemed to encounter individuals who seemed to 

be some secret agents of sabotage. I did not want to consider myself a victim but there were several 

events throughout my adult life in particular that happened after I left for college at 17, that made me 

feel as if the wretched loop of my life provided an invitation to a perpetual pity party for me, myself, and 

I.  But being the hidden optimist that I am, I would keep trying to rise again and again, only to be 

knocked down again.   

I had been a Christian since youth (or had tried). My hope would always help me rise again. 

However, for the first time in 2016, I felt like I was becoming so thoroughly unhinged from doubt and 

the persistence of some strange darkness that kept hovering over my life, that I began to lose hope. 

Although I had personally experienced the goodness of God, I had always had a lingering doubt that 

somehow I was not good enough. I kept trying though wishing God would change His mind and decide I 

could be one of the ones He chose (this is all foolishness of course; I was not really comprehending the 



true gospel and was so full of pain, fear, and doubt that it clouded my ability to even perceive God. Yet 

this is the frame of mind I was in during the year of 2016 when things began to get weird in my life. 

Again.).   

In 2016, financial pressures caused me to seek help and after moving around for a bit I ended up 

temporarily staying with some family in Chesterfield County, VA. I found a job in the county and by the 

time I started working, I had moved with another family member and was commuting from Newport 

News, VA.  I had not realized it but I had already entered a different “phase” of targeting before I even 

reached VA. I had a lot of strange little things happen throughout this time and by the time I found more 

permanent housing in Chesterfield County where I found work, things were in full effect although I was 

not fully aware.  

I found a place to live off of Craigslist with a young lady who was teaching in the county. We 

seemed to get along and then gradually she began to always make so much noise whenever I attempted 

to sleep. I thought maybe I was bothering her somehow and I also felt it was weird that there were no 

coverings on the windows. There was a man across the street that I was convinced was removing more 

and more brush and looking into the house and the neighbors next door would drive by so slow and 

appear to look in through the front windows. Between being sleep deprived and nervous for my safety, I 

decided I should move and found another place. 

The next place was with a young couple. It’s interesting because I had wrote out whom and 

where I wanted to live and the couple and location fit. I now realized it was less of an answer to prayer 

than a manipulation (because my electronics had been hacked) but it seemed like a good idea and in a 

short amount of time between meeting, I decided to take up the offer and moved in although I had 

some lingering concerns which I ignored and asked myself “What’s the worst that could happen”?  

Well, it turns out the worse did happen. I came under great psychological, mental, and spiritual 

symptoms the longer I stayed at that home on Babbler Lane.  It seemed okay on the surface but the 

longer I stayed, the worst I felt and intuitively I think I was picking up on so much that just never made 

any sense till later.  The couple was mostly nice on the outside but there were gradually more 

undertones of the secret sabotage stuff I mentioned earlier. Some of the things that began to happen 

was things would go missing (mostly from the bathroom), the lights would be off randomly when I 

arrived at the house, sometimes my stuff would be thrown away, the top lock which they said they 

never used would sometimes be locked. Also, it seemed like they washed clothes every night while I was 

sleeping after a while even though when I first moved in they said they would not because it would be 

rude since the dryer was loud.  Clearly, these are not the most terrible things and I am certainly not 



hinting that I was a perfect tenant or roommate but it’s just a few things that provide a picture of the 

type of subliminal things that happen that cause psychological distress. Especially in someone like me 

because I am highly intuitive and can sense things on a deeper level regardless of whether I understand 

what I sense.  

I felt like I was being watched so much so to the point where I began to literally sit with the 

covers over my head. I could not find a camera but felt maybe there were some. I noticed the 

temperature would be weird sometimes as well. Particularly when it was cold, there would either be air 

coming out of the vent or the heat would be so low but then once I bought a heater, the heat would be 

turn on higher so that it would be very hot.  Also, at some point I realized that someone appeared to be 

following me throughout the house from room to room. This spooked me a bit because this experience 

had already happened to me before when I was living years prior in VA and there was a man following 

me around in my home.  I’ll get to that later. 

I never saw any device but I knew what was happening.  I also knew that it was something that 

did not used to be a part of their routine. It seems after the holidays they had acquired something that 

allowed them to do that. I could literally hear one of them following me from room to room. One time 

the wife, I believe it was her because the footsteps sounded softer, heard me turn on the shower and 

upstairs in her bathroom went to turn on their shower which caused the water in mind to cool down.  

The worse was what I was intuitively feeling. I had such a sense of dread at the house that is not 

something I have ever felt to that extent before. It was accompanied by a feeling of constantly being 

watched as previously mentioned as well as frequent vivid nightmares, more than I have ever had at any 

other period in my life. Physically, I was often nauseous, used the bathroom constantly which included 

frequent diarrhea (I mention this because I later read that this is something that can be caused. I would 

also sometimes while asleep began to feel jolts of electricity throughout my body.  I thought I was 

experiencing such psychological symptoms it was causing me physical pain through a mind-body 

connection.  What I now understand is that there were actual devices and/or cell phone apps being 

used. While I cannot say definitively that the couple was using them as they did have a neighbor who 

was a public servant (I want to say they mentioned he was police), I later experienced the same jolts of 

electricity at a different place so I am sure that regarding their ability to see through the wall and what 

felt like electricity was because of devices of some kind.  

Lastly, I began to feel like the couple and whoever else, family and/or friends, began to follow 

me. It turns out that the couples’ families have ties to two of the largest human services organizations in 

VA. At the time, I felt like maybe one of them more than the other, had a problem with me and was 



trying to be passive aggressive to let me know. I had sent an email trying to ask to address some things.  

The passive aggressive stuff made me feel like taking an honest direct approach and having a mature 

conversation was out of the question. I had stayed because of financial reasons and also because there 

was a part of me that thought things would work out before they became more difficult the last 8 weeks 

before I moved on.  I basically was given the type of gas lighting response I expected. Also, as I expected, 

they increased making noise.  

They would often have someone else stay in the house all the time. I am not sure why they tried 

to trick me in believing they were gone and needed to be in the house all the time, it may have 

something to do with video recording which I feel like did happen at some point or it could have been an 

inclination towards voyeurism.  I think that’s why I often felt watched. Sometimes, I would clearly hear 

someone upstairs. Once when I was waking up from a nap, I heard the husband come home, someone 

come down the stairs and exited the house, and then moments later his wife arrived and he addressed 

her.  

 There were a few times when I felt like there were two people outside my door at night while I 

slept. They began to make noise early in the morning always around 3 am. He later told me he had 

started to have sinus trouble so the big thumping I heard was just him getting up for that.  I saw the wife 

and another girl leave the house one day which explains why I would feel like I could sometimes hear 

two voices outside my door while I slept and also heard someone upstairs making noise.  

Another time in the morning when I first felt like they were stalking me in the community, I 

woke up and saw a car similar to theirs pull out quickly from the drive way. I remember watching out for 

that car and sure enough on about two occasions, I saw that vehicle trying to follow me which it stopped 

because the driver knew I was on to the scheme because I would outmaneuver it.  I had also “lost” a 

hubcap and now believe that one of them probably pulled it off.    

After I left their home, I thought that I would continue to run into them. I once saw a motorcycle 

(like the one the husband owned) waiting for me when I turned the corner to go to the new place I 

moved to.  I unfortunately thought that I would maybe have trouble with that family until I left VA (I 

ended up being right but not exactly in the way I thought).  

I moved to what seemed like the best environment yet. I now had an Asian landlord named Ms.  

Lee. I lived with her, her daughter, and one other roommate in a quiet, nice lakeside community still in 

Chesterfield County. I enjoyed the environment although I could tell that the landlord appeared 

mentally disturbed.  



I felt like things were progressing well and I tried to do a better job at communication. At the 

time, I could not understand what had happened with my other two living experiences. I know I am not 

perfect but I felt like there was nothing particular that I did to cause that type of treatment.   

There were also some weird vibes I received from there. For one, there were these holes in the 

wall that looked like cables were coming out of them. They were also throughout the house. I 

instinctively felt like they were supposed to be cameras of some sort especially from how they were 

positioned. They did not have cable or a land line phone.   

As time progressed, everything seemed fine until I started to work more. I had less time to chat 

with the landlord and I am not sure if she took it personally but she seemed to be upset. There were 

various times she did appear upset in general about nothing in particular. She told me she had some 

issues with depression but what I notice from my studies in school and experience working with 

individuals with mental health issues, she appeared to act in a way similar to someone who is bipolar.  

During this time, I began to feel like someone was going through my personal items in my room. 

I eventually consulted my roommate and we began to chat. My roommate had told me that the landlord 

had previously disturbed the other roommate before me as well and that she herself had some weird 

experiences. It got to the point where the landlord began to knock on my room all hours of the night 

and disturb me. She was also randomly go outside and spray my window with the water hose. She 

literally did it all night and all day. She appeared to miss work as a real estate agent just to continually 

make noise so that I could not sleep well. By this time, I had seen a pattern with my landlords but I did 

not know what it meant. I still believed I was being followed periodically by my previous landlord and 

their family and/or friends.  

Handed Over on Hanover  

July 2017-January 2018 

I moved to RVA in July 2017 which is the same month I started a new job in Chesterfield County. 

I did not know it then but the wife of the couple I had lived with on Babbler Lane is related to some of 

the individuals with the new organization I worked with. Things started to reach a new low for me. I had 

started to go to a church and felt like maybe there were stalkers from the family of the couple I had left. 

I felt like I was beginning to recognize that I was coming in contact with many hostile individuals but I 

could still not understand why. I assumed some were connected because of the friends and family of the 

couple but realistically I was already going through a phase of stalking that included community 

members from everywhere I lived, worked, etc.  I once again began to struggle. I felt like I was trying to 



be a good person but I could not understand why I faced what felt like such harsh opposition and for 

reasons unknown.  

And so I continued living unhappily in RVA and facing more hostility even in my new job to the 

point where I even began to buckle under the pressure because I did not have my defense of hope. I also 

stopped attending church because I was convinced something strange was going on and I could not 

understand what, how, and why. I began to compromise more of myself and basically became the worst 

version of myself while in RVA. I did not fall into drugs or any substances or become unnecessarily rude. 

I was just not the person of character that I wanted to be. I felt like in RVA that everybody else around 

me did whatever they wanted to do and got away with it and that trying to take the higher road did not 

serve me because here I was still being persecuted without a cause.  I had no one to turn to and felt like 

there was something incredibly dark happening but it was hard to know that what I was facing was more 

than what I had already faced.  I had already gone through great difficulty as a youth and adult including 

direct contact with spiritual entities.  

Things began to change even more after 9/10/2017. I later realized that somehow my phone 

had called 911 but because I was not near it, I did not know. Later on when I realized it, I did not call 

back because I thought it was too late. I also felt it was done on purpose by someone who hacked my 

phone. After this, I began to see an increase of public servant personnel. It seemed like an unusual 

number of fire fighters and police men from all over would show up behind me, beside me, etc.   

As far as my living experience, I felt better because I was living by myself. That was also 

something that I had hoped for. Another “wish” fulfilled to help lure me in.  However, there were 

several things that concerned me. I also found it odd that things were so seamless in moving in. Also, I 

almost left twice during the six month agreement and each time she would act as if she wanted me to 

stay but it never seemed like she did anything to correct any of the problems I was experiencing at her 

home. I later realized that my landlord in RVA was related to the wife of the couple in Chesterfield. I also 

saw clues in my landlord’s home. It was a kind of staging of other places I had lived to let me know that 

they had all been in on it. It took me a while to recognize it though because some of the things were so 

subtle. For example, there were some books at RVA that were the same books located in the couple’s 

house.  I had not noticed it right away because a lot of the items were in the downstairs area which I had 

generally not used until months after living there.  

Unfortunately, I ignored my intuition there as well. It is difficult to convey all the things I was 

feeling internally but I felt like there was a setup of some kind. By this time, I felt there was a community 

campaign because I had unknowingly “crossed” a person who was a part of a family that is supposed to 



be one of those types of families that have weight in a local community. I also felt like another 

character, whom I will refer to as Mr. M, may have tried to spread disinformation about me. I also had 

contact with this individual and it did not go particularly well. I tend not to do well with controlling types 

of individuals. Not surprisingly, many of the individuals that I had “issues” with in RVA have this same 

type of demeanor, character bent, whatever you want to call it. Now that I see the bigger framework, it 

is not surprising that a lot of these individuals seem to exhibit similar behaviors. I was resigned that RVA 

was not going to be a particularly fun time in my life. I knew I was being followed and maybe my 

character maimed in certain circles but it did not alarm me too much. I had been through some of these 

same things before. My thinking was that it was some sort of spiritual thing where whenever I would try 

to do well in life, I would encounter some great difficulty usually in the form of someone who for 

whatever reason began to operate in what I would consider a “Jezebel” spirit connected to some 

general familial curse because it happened all throughout my life.  Because I was used to this and had 

been stalked and faced strange and difficult seasons before, I was confident I could persevere fine 

through the persecution because it seemed to be just the type of thing that happened in my life.  

During this time, I unfortunately made some mistakes. I demonstrated behavior that was well 

below my standards as a person, let alone a professional.  While I will not at this time explain further, I 

do want to mention that the basis of my mistakes became the catalyst to where I became fully exposed 

to all manner of gang stalking on a regular basis in all forms in October 2017. I also want to mention 

since I have been threatened with video and such that even though it may be the basis on which they 

justify my putting into this program 1) I have gone through so much for a very long time leading up to 

this. My story is similar to others where I can trace back over the years the progression of things that 

seem like strange unrelated events.  There was no prior basis for me to have been on any watch list of 

any kind.  If anything, I have come to believe that this program is a combination of psychological, 

mental, and spiritual forces being used on and against one so that they will break down and commit a 

mistake. Of course, there’s still personal choice and I still could have found a way to have reinforced 

principles I believed in. I accept responsibility for any and all of my actions but I also know that my 

actions were directly influenced in measured, specific ways that many people do not want to consider. 

2) There are other people who I have witnessed who have made the same mistakes as I at my work 

environments. For example, I am not proud of it but one of the environments I worked at involved very 

aggressive youth. The culture there was one of intimidation. Of course that’s not what you are taught 

when you are hired but the reality is that particular organization did not appear to care about how some 

clients were not a good fit of the program. Wrong as it may be, it was a survival instinct to intimidate 



some clients in order to maintain control or else become controlled by them. On a surface level, I felt 

wrong about this but on a different level I was already so mentally and emotionally beat down that the 

compromise seemed ok. I felt stuck and just did what I saw others do. I never imagined there would be a 

false narrative attached to it that would be used to justify singling me out on behavior that many of the 

same staff (still) working there exhibit.  

As things progressed to a different level after October 2017, I began to experience the full 

expression of the gang stalking world including street theatre, conversations, and being followed 

everywhere I went. Some coworkers began to become ruder and divulge personal information as well as 

just being overtly insulting. I began to see specialized license plates everywhere.  Dogs barking (mostly 

fake devices with dogs barking), loud car engines, loud noises in the street, banging sometimes on the 

house. All types of vehicles were used but especially with the following makes: BMW, Mercedes, Subaru, 

Mazda (the couple owned a Subaru and Mazda), Ford Mustang, Toyota, Honda, along with nationwide 

and local company logo trucks and cars, mostly U-Haul, UPS, FedEx, and Penske.  Additionally, I would 

see mostly Chesterfield county police everywhere. I even saw several staged accidents. One time I was 

turning and got behind a vehicle that had a sticker that said “Nobody cares” and had a picture of a car 

that was wrecked. It stopped suddenly in traffic and I looked to the right to see a Chesterfield county 

police staring at me inside his car. In front of him was a car completely wrecked and upside down. There 

was no one else around and the setup was odd. I know it was staged and I think many others perceived 

the same.  

 I also experienced some kind of weaponry that would make my back ache whenever I went to 

the house I lived in on Hanover in RVA.  Later, I found out I was on some type of surveillance. I am not 

sure when remote neural monitoring was used on me but I was aware that I was at least being watched 

because there were details being divulged that could only have been seen.  

The Coordinated Event 

November 2017-June 2018 

During Thanksgiving I visited my family in North Carolina whom I had not seen for years. I 

noticed some of the same things were going on there too. They were already prepared for me in that 

city. Also, on the way there I was followed by vehicles as well and continued to see police from virtually 

every county on the interstate I85 and a few VA and NC state police as well. Most of the license plates 

on the vehicles were from the states of Florida, DC, New Jersey, New York, Maryland, and South 

Carolina. I realized my family was in on it and that is when I begin to do some other research into what 

was going on. Once I found out more about gang stalking online, then those at my work in RVA and my 



family in North Carolina began to use symbols and interact with each other. For example, if my family 

made spaghetti in North Carolina, by the time I arrived at work they will tell me they were going to make 

spaghetti. Many of the same items would be bought. Also, they would leave stuff around to convey 

ideas like a pen that said “coordinated” and someone would wear a shirt with coordinated and then a 

family member would randomly use the word “coordinated” out of context.  

I moved from the Hanover residence in January 2018 and began to commute from Rocky 

Mount, NC to the job I still held in Chesterfield County (the same one where my landlord had ties to. I 

never saw her there but I believe that I saw a picture of her somewhere and also I think that she was on 

the phone with one of the my coworkers while I was working). I believe that this family participates in 

either Mason activities and/or they are part of what has been known loosely as the “organization”.  

While I was at her home, I had several types of experiences there as well before I realized more of what 

was going on in October 2017.  

All of the individuals I lived with in RVA were picked for different reasons. The couple in 

Chesterfield and the landlord in RVA because they had strong ties to the types of organizations/jobs I 

would have applied to because I had a Human Services background. This is important because 

unbeknownst to me, again I was already being “controlled” in the sense that where I worked, who I lived 

with, and many details in between were being coordinated long before RVA. It’s likely that no matter 

where I happened to have been hired, I would have faced hostility to some degree because these 

individuals are controlled by the system in various ways.  

 Another reason is their last names.  I am not sure why this is significant but I have since learned 

almost all of the people that I have been interacting with from colleagues to clients to neighbors, 

landlords, most everyone outside of my family (especially in RVA but even back for years) represent a 

kind of system that represents the Matrix/the Grid human control system that has been/is being put 

into place. I will try to address more about that later.  

There was so much I went through on any one given day. Commuting for such a distance also 

made things a lot more interesting. However, in retrospect, it helped me to see the “framework” of 

what was happening and to understand that this is undeniably an operation controlled by governmental 

agencies. And just to make sure I understood this, I began to even experience messages through 

television, radio, and internet which has continued to this day. Some of it is undoubtedly artificial 

intelligence. Once my remote neural monitoring was released I began to see the patterns of looking at 

something and within 24-72 hours it shows up in “real” time. If I look at a scripture or topic, I’ll go to a 

website the next day and it will be there. If I listen to a song on cd, it will usually play on the radio the 



next day or again usually within 72 hours. Yesterday, I began to write this letter and today I saw a truck 

that said “TECH” which is the acronym I used to describe my experience in the beginning of this 

document. This happens all the time and has been happening for quite some time. It also serves as the 

basis for staging in the community.  For example, I am currently using a computer at a local library. This 

library has certain books, certain displays arranged around certain symbols, other words, concepts, etc. 

that I will recognize. The same thing is done in many Wal-Mart stores (every one where I have lived. 

That includes RVA, Rocky Mount, NC, and currently Charlotte, NC. What I notice is they profile wherever 

it is you are likely to go as an individual and these stores, the employees and whoever is a participating 

community member, is already staged and the individuals are waiting to perform. They have clearly 

been recruiting a lot of individuals because it does not matter which store you go to. For example, I 

could go to one Walmart store, change my mind and go to two other Walmart stores and all of them will 

have the same sort of things including people who will be standing directly in front of the items I am 

likely to buy.  It seems like a self-obsessive thing to say but I assure you that this happens. I personally 

think it is simpler then it seems because of the technology but that is another topic I will discuss later.  

The following sections include examples of things I have and still do experience on a daily basis. I 

also want to reiterate that although I became aware in October 2017, which is really just to say that they 

made it so obvious that it could not be ignored, I can trace many events back for years and can see that I 

have experienced a different less obvious form of stalking beginning as early as 2014. I personally think 

that it may have been carried out through a looser network of those associated with Freemasons.  

Staging & Street Theatre 

Most of the staging I did not notice right away but it includes various environments throughout 

the community including most places I have lived since 2014. I first noticed staging when I lived in the 

home in RVA. I saw certain books that I remembered being from the couple’s home. I also noticed that 

certain materials reminded me of Mr. M whom I had already suspected was somehow a part of what I 

was experiencing.  There were also some items such as a pyramid, a miniature Eiffel tower, and 

elephants all throughout the home in RVA. Also, there was a black and white masonic looking floor. At 

the time, I did not know much about Freemasons. I knew I had seen a lot of those “G” signs on cars from 

2014 and beyond but knew nothing else in particular.  

The home I worked at in Chesterfield County had the exact same wall art of a daisy being blown 

away that was found in that home when I was in North Carolina working with survivors of sex trafficking 

in 2014. It also had the same exact clock and finger painting wall art with daises again. In fact, it would 



not surprise me if somehow it was “coordinated” to the extent that those items are literally from that 

house because I know before I left that job that they had changed out décor.  

Throughout the time that I worked at that organization in Chesterfield, especially beginning in 

October 2017, they began to change different décor around the homes. Several of the homes began to 

items featuring batman, dinosaurs, puppy pals, Marvel’s Avengers, army fatigue, items symbolizing New 

York, and items symbolizing France. There were also flowers, more recently before I resigned from that 

job in May 2018 there were circles. They also used to have curtains that has a symbol something like a 

cross that I have seen associated with the Freemasons.   

In North Carolina, there was more staging at my family’s home. I saw other Batman items. There 

was a joker caricature. There were many other random things that I recognize but is not really significant 

enough to mention. There were a few signs like “War of the Worlds”, something else mentioning “war”, 

different Star Wars caricature dolls in boxes with numbers that I felt had particular meaning.  There was 

something that represented Dr. Who and although I never watched that show, I did end up realizing that 

my internet password in RVA was related to the show. It was “Tardis11”.  I saw a picture of me and two 

other family members standing in front of a wood wall. I knew there was something about that picture 

but at the time I had no idea why it was relevant. There was the #22 on the refrigerator handle and 

other items like empty Gatorade bottles being left around to clue me in on the association. I do want to 

mention that I also thought before I ever visited my family I felt it was likely they were involved. It was 

just an intuitive hunch as I did not even really understand what was happening to me on the first time I 

visited them near Thanksgiving in November 2017.  

I already briefly mentioned going out in public. Most of the staging I have seen has been at gas 

stations and grocery stores. In addition to certain aisles being open (they are prepared because of 

remote neural monitoring. They can read your thoughts about where you are planning to go and can see 

when you may need to make a trip to the store because of being out of items), many of the aisles near 

the checkout have certain items that are staged. It could be something like Gatorade or something with 

characters like ‘Avengers’ which is a popular theme. Also, every single time I check out no matter at the 

gas station, grocery store, etc., there is always someone either in front of me or behind me that tries to 

make a big deal out of their items. Normally, they will have something like what I mentioned above or 

they will have something I am likely to buy. There may also be items out of place in aisles like a Gatorade 

drink near toilet paper.  

There has been some staging that I am still trying to unravel. For example, in RVA there was a 

yellow wall similar to the same yellow paint in the house I stayed in 2015. That house which was located 



in SC also had a red wall. In NC the room I stayed in was completely red. When I was searching for clues 

in my family album I saw that there was a house with red and yellow rooms. I also saw that the home I 

visited in Newport News, VA in 2016 was reminiscent of a home in one of those pictures. The layout was 

the same which is not surprising because both are in Hampton Roads, VA. However, I think there is 

meaning to it.  

Staging also includes numbers and colors which I will follow through with more details in the 

following sections.  

Colors 

Colors include: red, black, white, blue, green, and orange most commonly. Additionally I see less 

of the following colors: most notably yellow, pink, purple, and teal. I am still trying to understand the 

significance of these various colors. There are different layers of symbolism for individuals with different 

levels of understanding. On the surface, red, blue, and white appear patriotic but I know they also have 

occult meaning.  I would say red, blue, and black are the most common.  

I do notice that many times there are usually a few women throughout the day that have on the 

same colors I have on which normally would just be a coincidence.  Yet because they may be wearing 

the same colors in the same sequence, i.e. a purple shirt and black pants just like me and also depending 

on their movements, I may recognize it is one of the other things done to try to warrant attention that I 

am being monitored (I suppose).  Again, many of these colors are common and when you live in a big 

city you are bound to see someone dressed like you or in a similar way but I always pay attention to 

movements too. Most of these individuals really have a need to be seen and they will go out of their 

way to make sure you recognize them even if it means doing something strange. I have actually seen on 

more than one occasion someone randomly stretch against their car in a completely awkward way.  I’ve 

also seen a family member show me boxers just to convey a color scheme.  I could go on but I am sure 

you get the picture.  

Numbers 

Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 20, 21, 22, 33 are probably the ones I see most often. It 

used to be that I would look at the clock whenever it turned 11, 22, and 33 after. I think either they were 

able to program my mind to do this or some type of V2K was occurring.  These numbers and 

combinations of them occurred in many conversations. For example, my coworkers would make it a 

point to use certain numbers. It seemed like 5, 55, was often used. People would often wear them (and 

still do). Also, if I go to a gas station or grocery store a lot of the time things will be staged so that only 

certain aisles or pumps are available.  



There are also other ways of conveying numbers in symbols. For example, there is often a 

driving formation where vehicles will drive in a single file line in one lane. It becomes more obvious at 

night because general there are less drivers. There has been several occasions where this has occurred 

nearly the entire time I have driven from one place to another. Once on I-85 this happen almost all the 

way down to work.  I think it is one of the more noticeable things. I have a little video of it but not a 

whole lot and not high quality. I have never heard or read about this but I recognize it as being a NWO 

type of signal. They are sending a message that they are “one” although I feel most do not even know 

what that means.  

Many people including former coworkers, the family members I was around in NC, and various 

places throughout the community often leave pennies around as well. I believe it is also supposed to 

represent the “one” theme although I do not get the impression that many understand this either. I 

have witnessed that there is a lot of disinformation depending upon what your “rank” or “level” is.    

Traffic Patterns 

Many mention some of the same things regarding what they experience while driving. Other 

than accidents being staged, general rudeness in the form of aggressive driving i.e. pulling out in front of 

someone, I will just mention a few other things I have not read about.  

Blinking & Bright Lights 

Many have written about the blinking lights and brighting but I wanted to mention specifically 

that I think it is a form of trying to bring about a state of mind. I think maybe it allows for suggestions to 

be broadcasted and/or cause some sort of feeling on a deeper level than just being agitated. I also 

began to notice that sometimes I would completely lose my train of thought as if it would just blank out. 

This would happen mostly when there would be a certain type of set up like with construction not with 

just one random car with blinking lights on the side. Since I noticed it, I try different things to be aware 

so it no longer bothers me.   

GPS  

I just wanted to detail here that I have actually seen other individual’s GPS with my car on it. 

Having driven so much, I have seen that local people are driving around with GPS because they have my 

signal. There have been several occasions where I have actually seen my car on their GPS. It depends on 

what they use. Some individuals have their own GPS systems that range in showing different things and I 

have seen others just use their phone.   

Personal GPS 



Another thing I have noticed for a few years but never realized fully until 2017, is that my phone 

GPS is controlled by whomever has the access to it. Often times, they will lead you to different routes 

just to show different staging and/or street theatre that has been prepared.  Also, I have been led many 

times to different street names so that they can continue to show me how certain names/people match 

up on the grid/matrix. They can also easily access the GPS of anyone around you. One time both myself 

and my passenger both had the same directions although we both realized it was the longer way to our 

destination.  

Big Brother & Big Surveillance 

I have noticed that since becoming a part of this program, several types of different cameras 

were installed throughout Chesterfield and RVA especially on street lights. There are also random 

cameras on poles, and other structures along the interstate that I have happened to notice. As I 

mentioned before, I am currently in Charlotte, NC. This is the area I was in originally in 2014 before I had 

financial difficulty. The downsizing of my job in this area is what caused me to have financial struggles 

initially. When I was last here, I do not remember seeing many of the same type of cameras that are 

now everywhere along the streets especially on street lights. They are the same type that were put up in 

Chesterfield and throughout RVA (also saw smaller ones throughout Rocky Mount, NC). 

Common Vehicles 

I have already mentioned seeing public service personnel everywhere. This still happens daily. I 

also mentioned UPS, Federal Post Office, Penske, FedEx, U-Haul. There are other trucks that I commonly 

see, some I know are more specific to me and others I am not sure. I often see Cargo Transporters which 

is for me because usually all you see is the big CT on the side which is my initials. I also often see Budget, 

Epes, JB Hunt, Crowley, Carol Fulmer, Maersk, something with Tribe although I have never been close 

enough to see what that means. Other times I have seen several trucks with Elite on it. Here in 

Charlotte, NC I commonly see Spectrum.  

Going from city to city seems to be fluid in terms of what is experienced. Generally, I have 

experienced more or less of the same thing depending on how big the city is. I have been in most cities 

along I-85 South and North between Chesterfield County, VA and Nash County, NC. I also visited the 

Triangle/Raleigh/Durham areas. I have heard someone mentioned it is from satellites. I have arrived at 

that conclusion quite some time ago as well. I personally believe it to be something like what you see in 

the Hunger Games as far as the controllers moving obstacles from here to there. I know that there is 

supposed to be directions from certain “leaders” in the community which some call “perps” but I feel for 



the most part, they are mind controlled and somehow all the ideas, basic patterns are flowing from the 

control center wherever that may be.  

They utilize virtually every form of space from billboards, backroads, and individuals on both 

sides of roads, and random places like overpasses, people’s yards, rest stops, etc. This does not include 

the many and varied “construction sites” where very little construction is happening it appears. It is 

impossible that individuals in communities regardless of their status have the resources to fluidly create 

all these different “hindrances” and various schemes from city to city. There were many times that I 

would leave NC to drive to work and past two-three helicopters hovering over and then see 2-3 

helicopters hovering over my car with precision when I got close to the RVA area.  

Since October 2017, most of the billboards in RVA and throughout I85 were changed and all of 

them contained some sort of message that was personally relatable. One of the common ones I saw had 

to do with Nationwide Insurance. Those were usually local and would normally say something to the 

effect of “Join the Nation of the Well Protected”. Previously, I had seen a license plate with the message 

“Be One”. They saw my response was not favorable. At that time, I thought maybe they had a way of 

monitoring my heartbeat, reactions, brain and body functions but I did not know about Remote Neural 

Monitoring (RNM). Other billboards would have dogs or other symbolism like “Lily Spa” or there would 

be boards of places I would frequent like a restaurant. There were a few that were interesting. In RVA 

there were several military ones with the Army and Marines. There was a point in maybe November 

through December where there kept being cryptic mentions through television, license plates, random 

other signs about war, battle, etc.  There was also one in both RVA and near Rocky Mount that said 

something like “Real Christians Forgive their Enemies” 855-fortruth. I think that was referencing some of 

the emotions I felt when I began to understand the depth of what I was experiencing. I would read a lot 

of Psalms, some of them when David would talk about being delivered from his enemies. In RVA, for a 

few weeks there was one that said “Be Ubitiquous”.  

As far as license plates, I had begun to write some down before October 2017. I noticed that not 

too long afterwards, it appeared that almost all vehicles including big trucks began to have fake license 

plates. I could tell because there began to be a common thread of either letters and/or numbers.  These 

are too numerous but some of the most common include combinations such as: EL, ELLE, ELL (which I 

believe is an occult reference); DMB, FAK, FAX,  PHK, PEZ, DEZ, MB, PD or VAPD, NCPD, PHM, PH_ (any 

letter), PJL, PJE, PEY, PAE, YPD, UY, UYM UYU, UZNU, XRN, V2k, HV, CEX, CEN. The last few have specific 

meanings: UY=You why, UZNU=us and you (I think it was supposed to make me feel like a castaway as if 

to say us versus you. This was a common one in VA), XRN=Cern, HV=Hive, CEX-=sex (this one was used 



after I had experienced some broadcasting of dirty and rude thoughts; I still do not believe I completely 

understood RNM although by this time I knew they could broadcast thoughts, emotions, feelings), 

CEN=sin. There were and are many that are obvious. I have seen “Gtyourlife” which I translate as “Got 

your life” as a personal message from “M”. One said “Rmule” and I associate this with the military for 

various reasons.  Another said “I ah 33rd” which I translate to mean a 33rd degree Mason although I am 

not sure who that relates too. I’ve seen my name and other ones like “Ashyho”, “Quitta” and otherwise 

demeaning messages. There were a string of messages in VA that would say “4_ “ and there would be a 

name or individual. For example, one said “4mywife”. Not surprisingly most of these referred to former 

landlords and other individuals whom had already been a part of the setup going back for years.  Some 

of the names were just made up I believe. This kind of goes with the Avengers theme I previously 

mentioned. I think that is what the people called themselves because that is what I would commonly see 

and hear discussed at work and in NC. I do believe that some of the more demeaning messages come 

from individuals. It seems like if they “joined”, whatever that means, they could have the ability to send 

you a message. For example, I once saw a license plate that said “KNOT 21” which I think is from the 

wife of the couple because I had thought she was 21 and I think I wrote that in my journal. Every now 

and again the license plates would have other types of messages that weren’t as rude. I once saw 

something like “Brave_” or “creativ” There would also be names of individuals on the license plates and 

on license plate holders. I think these individuals have some role albeit I have no idea to what extent. 

Most of the names were/are people I do not recognize. Sometimes they have referred to the same local 

dealerships in the area. I would see an excess of these types of license plate holders after a certain point 

although I cannot pin down the specific time frame.  I believe these dealership owners may have been 

supplying vehicles or are otherwise affiliated.  

In addition to names in license plates, one common thing that continues to happen is that a 

name of a person will sometimes appear on a truck. I think this is their way of expressing that 1) this 

person is “in on it” and 2) perhaps they joined the organization. Many of them are names of my 

coworkers, family, etc. For example, one of my family members is called “JR”; it’s not his real name but I 

know he is a part of it and he knows I know. He’s made it obvious in various ways including using 

weapons. While in VA, there would be a company called James River that would park near me. The 

initials on the car would read “JR”.  I also believes this serves as a way to “hype” members up. Because 

of RNM, they can see the “shout outs”.  Actually, one of the ways I knew he was a part of it was because 

before I went to NC, there were a few license plates referencing him such as “2716 JR”, which I interpret 



as at 2016 he joined. The other number could either have been his age or a reference to something else 

as I have seen that number often.  

I also have seen a lot of dead animals placed on the side of the road. I know it is not coincidental 

because it only began to happen after September 2017 where these animals would appear everywhere. 

Most of them were small animals and looked like squirrels. I think many of them were killed before hand 

and placed on the sides of roads near where I traveled including the interstate.  

Lastly, I have and still see various RIP displays on the side of the road. Since this began to 

happen around the same time everything else began to happen, I feel confident most of the time it is 

not a coincidence.  

Symbolism 

There is a lot of symbolism I have been exposed to.  It occurs everywhere, generally all the time. 

I am still learning what some of it means. I think nearly all of it has some occult basis and is similar to 

what I have heard other victims of programs like MK Ultra communicate about.  

Most common include: flowers especially  daisies, roses, sunflowers, and lilies, butterflies, birds, 

deer, cats, mice, spiders and spider webs, Eiffel tower, pigs, horses, dinosaurs (especially T-rex), Marvel 

comics, the batman, joker, wonder woman, rabbits, elephants, snakes, mirrors, lighthouses, anything 

Egyptian, anything “Masonic” i.e. the letter “G”, certain types of crosses, other symbols commonly 

associated with Illuminati symbolism. I have seen several individuals making sure their tattoo with the 

“all seeing eye” was visible. The design was not always the same but the eye was always included.  I 

believe that some who have joined the “organization” show their allegiance by getting that. I have seen 

it on both women and men.  The sun is also a big symbol.  

Deeper Symbolism & Stranger Things 

I will provide some further examples of how I have experienced some symbolism. Recently, I 

realized that at various homes I worked at in Chesterfield and also at places I have stayed like hotels, 

etc. I was introduced to geomancy. I thought individuals were placing random holes everywhere in the 

walls and doors, etc. Sometimes the pattern would increase. For example, at a particular home that I 

worked at there would be some holes on the wall when I used the restroom. By the next time I would 

work, the holes would increase.  

I have also had weird experiences with certain animals. I have seen a black cat walk up towards 

my vehicle or near where I am getting ready to leave on several occasions. This cat or cats, will seem to 

be particularly waiting for me as strange as that seems.   



As far as birds, I have for the last several years had some very strange encounters. In 2014, I 

would see so many black crows congregating. It was never something I wrote down but I remember 

thinking that it seemed like a bad sign. It would happen mostly at the place I worked at and sometimes 

when I would visit a store. They would just come out of nowhere.   

In July 2017, when I was moving out of the Chesterfield home with the Asian landlord, I was 

attacked by birds. I literally had to duck and dodge as I was moving out. I had thought at the time that 

my landlord had put a bird’s nest in the tree and the bird was attacking me because it thought I was too 

close. That same landlord let out her three dogs to try to bother me while I was moving so I did not think 

it was too farfetched of an idea considering everything I had been through at that home.  

In January 2018, I had another strange experience moving out and this is the point where I 

began to realize that they have a way of manipulating these animals. When I first started to move out, 

there were not many birds, I had seen none. By the time I was finished, there was such a group of birds 

swarming about all over the entire area. I do not recall what type of birds but it was a real commotion. It 

was certainly more birds than I had ever seen in that area. It was in the landlord’s yard, next door, 

across the street, they were everywhere.  

Since then, I have had seen birds flying oddly near chemtrails.  I feel as if the birds are either 

manipulated or they could actually be some type of drone disguised as a bird because those types will 

always fly around until I see it and then fly in the exact direction of a chemtrail. I am never aware of 

seeing those types of birds, always black, at any other time than when I see chemtrails. This occurs in 

various places in VA and NC. Once I was standing outside in NC and I saw three birds and each one of 

them flew towards three different chemtrails throughout the sky. 

I have also witnessed a few animals like something that looked like a groundhog come out of the 

street almost on cue and head right towards where I was driving as if it was being manipulated.   

Other ways in which I experienced symbolism includes various clues left behind in VA and NC 

from coworkers and family. I do not think they had an understanding of the meaning behind a lot of the 

deeper symbolism. I worked at a place off of Mockingbird Lane which I believes references project 

Mockingbird. Both at work and in NC there were fragrances about “woods” such as “Twilight woods”. 

There was also that picture with the wooden wall that I had kept. Additionally, most of the hotels I have 

stayed in, my room has been overlooking woods/trees and the home in Rocky Mount, NC is next to 

some woods. Additionally, I have seen in certain movies, televisions, a recent music video with wood 

paneling in the background which I do not see as something that is commonly used in the construction 



of homes any more. I think it is referencing “Wood” as maybe an element that relates to the occult 

and/or Operation Northwoods.  

In NC and at my base home I worked at in VA they had started to leave around paperclips. I 

interpret that they meant they considered me a “lightweight”. However, I think the real reason they 

were told to do it is because of Operation Paperclip.  Additionally, at that same job they bought a client 

a mouse costume (not for Halloween just randomly) and would dress several of the clients in Mickey 

Mouse items. Again, I think they meant to be negative by calling me “mousy” but I think it also may 

relate to “Operation Doormouse”. I even ended up finding a mouse stuck in one of my hubcaps. It would 

not surprise me if this was placed there. All of these things happened after October 2017.  I have also 

seen symbolism relating to horses. I have had several trailers with horses follow me on the highway to 

and from work. I had one coworker who would sign the first letter of her name in the form of a horse 

shoe. She started doing this as this symbolism occurred. I had worked with her for months and she had 

never did that before. I also am constantly to this day seeing Mustang cars. I think there is more than 

one meaning. One of them may relate to “Project Pegasus”. The other one, I am still trying to develop 

some kind of theory on.  

I also notice that many of the names whether coworkers, clients, landlords, most people near 

me had some other relation and meaning.  I do not want to connect any of the names to the people but 

I will list the names because I think some of them have a broader contextual meaning.  Some of the last 

names I feel like I can attribute meaning to include Brown, Johnson, Lee, Smith, Watson.  Brown is a 

name/word I keep seeing. For example, there are sometimes trucks with “Brown” on it that I continue 

to see. I know the doctor who delivered me had the last name Brown. I am not otherwise aware about 

why this name is significant. I do want to mention that I am aware that some of these names are also 

very common. However, I feel like given my exposure to them that somehow they have a particular 

relevance and are part of the grid/matrix system or what concerns my portion of it.  I see Johnson all the 

time, it is related to some landlords. I think maybe this referencing two things. 1) There may be a 

controller that I have with the name Johnson and possibly I came in contact with his/her family. Or I 

could have a controller with that name and he/she is not related to the family I met in RVA but it is a 

way of providing a homage/clue to the name. 2) This may refer to the famous Johnson family and maybe 

some role they play in the grand scheme of things.  The person with the last name Lee I believe 

represents one of the famous families that is reportedly part of an Illuminati bloodline. By 

representation I mean that the name is the same. I have not seen anything that would cause me to 

believe that the person I encountered with the last name Lee was directly or intimately connected with 



the famous bloodline. I am not sure about Smith but I did see the matrix and wonder if it relates to the 

movie as one of the characters is Agent Smith. I thought this was plausible because I had a client whose 

name completely matches a name I found in the credits of that movie. Also, I had a roommate named 

Carrie-Ann a few years back and the real name of the person playing the Trinity character is named 

Carrie-Ann. Two other interesting things include the fact that in 2015, I decided at the last minute to 

purchase a Toyota Matrix versus the Ford car I had planned on getting. My decision could have been 

manipulated then.  Another is that one of the billboards in RVA for a short time said “Doubting 

Thomas?” At first I did not know what that meant. I am still not sure other than the fact that it is 

referencing the movie. I believe there is a construction of the some kind of matrix/grid system that has 

been and is occurring today.  

Connecting Dots & DNA  

What I am currently trying to understand is how a lot of this information fits together in general. 

I have begun to understand that a lot of this has to do with DNA. I mentioned briefly before that many 

of the names I have come across have meaning and seem to represent a larger picture of some sort of 

matrix/grid control system.  One of the names I came across at work and throughout the community 

include “D Watson”. I have sensed realized that this is a clue that is pointing to James D. Watson who 

helped to discover the structure of DNA.  

 I must inform you this is still a work in progress in understanding how a lot of the information I 

have, so much of what I have not even described in this letter, fits together. I have been looking at a lot 

of different YouTube videos, games, shows, and movies to search for fiction based on fact. This started 

when a certain family member started to leave clues in the form of DVDs, shows, around in the room 

and on the television. I do not think that my family member understands any of these things.  

One thing I have noticed is that many of the people involved in these operations do not have the 

ability to perceive what is going on. For example, they are outright using symbols that are a legitimate 

part of mind control procedures but they take that for granted. It truly is everything hidden in plain 

sight. And if I was not sure, then I can think back to when I saw a truck that had the writing “we try to do 

everything in the dark”.  I have no idea what company that was supposed to represent but the message 

was clear enough.  

Anyways, getting back to the DVDs, I began to realize certain shows and televisions had what is 

known as “Easter eggs”. Most people consider “Easter Eggs” to refer to cameo appearances and 

references to other movies. However, there are other more telling eggs in much of this media from 

songs to movies, shows, video games, you name it.  



One of the clues I kept seeing was the letter “X” and even the symbol of a circle with an “X” in it.  

Not only have I seen so many license plates and symbols around with “X”, but there are quite a few 

commercials and companies that start with an “X”. I realized that this also represents the shape of DNA 

when bound together.   

I think that there are messages in media I am still trying to understand that highlight 

transhumanism, chemtrails, nanotechnology, and the agenda of what they have been doing and are 

further planning to do. I also think this may also be a reason why many of us are targeted. Just like there 

were various research programs in previous years, I think there are still a myriad of programs running 

and not every TECHS survivor is in the same category.  

How I believe this relates to me is that I am part of family where for whatever reason my DNA 

was noted.  I believe that perhaps my grandfather and/or great grandfather was a Freemason or 

something affiliated with it.  I am not sure if they were recording blood samples from that long ago as 

well as part of an experiment. I know I have read that there is a database where blood samples have 

been kept from children for a while and sometimes it is run by Masons or those affiliated like Shriners. 

Please pardon me that at this time I do not have any links or ways to confirm my information. I am 

mostly trying to get the information out and continue to figure it out as I go along.  

Another thing that may be relevant has to do with the fact that since a child I have often seen 

and heard things from the spiritual realm. It goes a little bit deeper than that but I do not want to 

divulge any more information for various reasons. Several of my family members on both sides have 

possessed the same ability which we considered to be some “prophetic” gifting. It could be that this 

type of ability is even known within the DNA structure.  

As part of my experience, I have had my journals completely gone through and basically all my 

information put out there for others to pick apart and ridicule. I think one of the labels I have been 

attached to includes something regarding mental health just from the general comments I have heard 

some say about me. I had written down in my journals some times where I have had visions and such.  

Also, all throughout these experiences over the course of my life and in recent years I have intuitively 

felt presences and noticed things spiritually. I will not go into great detail here. Additionally, I am still on 

remote neural monitoring so there are any number of random individuals watching me and all my 

information for sport. I am sure that those who have orchestrated this are aware of this not just from 

my journals but because I think that several things I have experienced in the past have to do with 

specific things that were staged and set up for me.  



I think that the government knows a lot more about most people than any of us want to realize 

unless they have been living off the grid for a long time.  I am still looking into various avenues and have 

a lot more to share on several of the topics mentioned throughout this letter. For now, I want to also 

express that I believe these things are related: DNA manipulation, Virus (zombie?), Virtual Reality, Game 

Theory, Social Theory, Algorithms 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


